(Reno, NV) The Spa Atlantis has transformed into a World Class Spa featuring
some of the most elite treatments and ancient rituals, in an environment rich in
earth colors, textures and harmony. The Spa at Atlantis is a place for personal
rediscovery, solace, and healing.
The unveiling Spa-Atlantis secrets to the public in February 2009 has exceeded
all expectations ……………
Woody Yowler, a consultant who helped with the spa's design, describes the
mission in one word: journey.
he said. "Here, we've combined the entire concept into one journey for the client."
There are men's and women's changing rooms, complete with steam rooms,
saunas, private showers and lounges providing fruit, snacks and widescreen
TVs.
There's the Laconium Relaxation Room where, Yowler explained, robe-clad
clients can prepare for treatment by kicking back on lumbar-pleasing tiled
benches with radiant heat amid 90- to 100-degree temperatures.
The 15 treatment rooms are varied, depending on a client's desire for assorted
peels, wraps, scrubs and milk, salt or seaweed baths, as well as massages.
There are three "couples" suites with a tub, twin therapy and iPod-ready tables
and steam baths.
There's the brine inhalation therapy room, with fiber-optic starry sky ceiling, a 24
percent salt solution waterfall dispersing salt aerosol and ever-changing lights.
It's "absolutely tranquil," Yowler said.
And it all culminates at the Aqua Lounge with three pools of hot, medium and
cold water. When that's over, it's into the "experiential" overhead shower, where
the spray can be set to thunderstorm (with hay/fresh flower scents), tropical rain
(citrus), waterfall and ice/fog (with accompanying foghorn).
http://www.atlantiscasino.com/spa-atlantis/spa-atlantis.asp
-____________________________________
The Spa Atlantis has raised the bar for resort spas in Northern Nevada. From the
moment you step through the doors your senses awaken to the natural rhythm of
nature’s most calming gifts. The stone, the water, the warmth, the cool, the soft,
the scent, the breath, the earth, the heavens.

The 30,000-square-foot Spa Atlantis is part of the $75 million renovation at the
Atlantis.
Numinus is honored to enhance the ambiance with celestial ceilings and
chromatherapy lighting in four separate areas of the Spa Atlantis. This is a
showcase destination for our products. (I believe worthy of a tax write off to
experience) There are two StarDomes™, The Oval de Bain, and the 6’ Rotunda,
a ceiling full of StarTiles™ in the Brine Therapy Room, and custom built / custom
programmed RGB LED lighting system in the Aqua Lounge....

laconium relaxation
lounge
Heated lounges, a heated
floor and a captivating
water feature soothe the
spirit without taxing the
body. Mild temperatures,
cooler than a steam
room, allow you to relax
and enjoy for longer
periods of time. The
Laconium stimulates
circulation, purifies and
detoxifies the body, while
reducing stress, your
heartbeat is stimulated
and blood pressure
regulated. The result: a
feeling of freshness, and
deep mental and physical
relaxation.

Brine Inhalation
Therapy Room
Inhalation surrounded by light
illusions brings the climate
of an ocean shore.
Surrounded by soothing music a waterfall
of Brine cascades over decorative stones,
creating beautiful crystals and magical
colors. While resting on the heated tile
bench, your senses will be stimulated,
both psychologically and physiologically
by the specific colors reflecting over the
water cascade. The ambience and
inhalation of salt aerosols positively affect
the respiratory tract to increase well
being. Experience what Europeans have
appreciated for decades as the color
wheel rotates through the spectrum.
White - Refreshing,
Amber – Calming
Blue – Soothing
Green – Peaceful
Red – Motivating
A wellness therapy taking you to new
worlds and unimaginable experiences.

healing waters of the
aqua lounge
Taking of "the waters."
Ancients worshipped it. The
elite have been reveling in
elaborate baths for centuries.
Today we now understand the
health benefits associated with
dramatic changes in water
temperatures. Your journey
begins in the soothing
environment of our Jacuzzi®
pools which combine muscle
relaxing jets and alternating
warming temperatures
designed to refresh tired
muscles and relax the body.

Tthe Rasul Ceremonial Chamber
This signature body treatment provides the ultimate in luxury, an experience reminiscent of
the ancient bathing treatment of royalty. The Rasul may be experienced solo or with a
partner.
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the terra sigillata rasul ceremony
Generously apply six healing muds during the ceremony while the chamber is being
filled with gentle herbal steam. Feel the special caring properties of each mud as a
mask is created over the entire body. The ceremony ends with a brief tropical
shower. The results, skin with a silky glowing finish.
50 Minutes, Single or Couples Experience
bali paradise rasul ceremony
A refreshing, relaxing skincare mask for all skin types recommended for dry,
sensitive skin. Freshly blended fruits and a customized blend of oils create a mask
over the entire body. The aromatic infused steam will send you into a deeply relaxed
dream-like state.
50 Minutes, Single or Couples Experience

